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Julian Mullins, Vice President Travel Retail, Pandora: “Travellers are looking for brands
that they know, so the retailers that have space for branded areas and ‘touch and feel’
units have a better chance at preforming well in this category.”

LET’S GET
ENGAGED!
Where jewellery and watches are
concerned, margins can be good,
but only if you are selling product
successfully. Lorna Strickland-Cook
talked to a range of jewellery and
watches suppliers about getting
product in front of customers.
Self-service or instore staff? Is either option
the best, or do the two offer completely different and totally effective retailing methods?
The suppliers canvassed for this article agreed to
disagree for the most part, but in general one prevailing theme rings true – jewellery in travel retail is still
a success story with good margins to be had, and
where customer satisfaction lasts.
Jeweller Brosway (Blue Village C4) believes that
customers in travel retail do not plan their purchases
beforehand. It’s one of the few categories that can
claim the rare distinction of having a lot of customers
purchase in a totally impromptu manner. “Because
customers in travel retail, especially in the fashion
jewellery sector, do not plan to buy beforehand,
we need to attract them,” said Bros Manifatture’s
Ramona Granatelli. “The combination of appealing
jewels, and the right pricing with clear and accurate
window fitting, allows us to obtain a good sell-out.”
Being an impulse brand in a mainly impulse driven
category should put a greater emphasis on the way in
which brands present themselves in store. As Martin
Lovatt, Director Global Travel Retail, Tyko Travel
Retail (Green Village K38), said of its Breo brand.
“After all, the consumer is not looking for you. Your
POS is the magnet to your brand.”
There are retailers who allow impulse brands to
use their own self-select concepts. “For Breo we
have invested heavily in time and money developing
a self-select concept which has been designed to
drive volume sales,” Lovatt added. “Many months
have been spent assessing the ‘ideal’ solution: one
which allows the customer experience to be effortless, engaging, quick, enjoyable, offering a wide
selection of choice, whilst addressing some of the
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key issues our clients face instore, such as
lack of space and time – time to redress
and maintain. After all impulse equals
volume sales, so it’s vital brands are
given the opportunity to perform to the
best of their ability.”
Breo has designed a display concept. This
self-select unit is its preferred choice
to deliver this concept, as it knows from
experience this will deliver the highest
volumes of sales, whilst taking up the
smallest amount of space in store.
One brand that is trialling the self-service
concept is Pandora (Bay Village Bay
Terrace 03). Its Vice President Travel Retail
Julian Mullins believes that travellers
are looking for brands they recognise. In
Pandora’s case it has the enviable position
of being one of those rare jewellery brands
where price points are achievable and
where the brand is internationally recognised, making it perfect for travel retail.
“Travellers are looking for brands that they
know, so the retailers that have space for
branded areas and ‘touch and feel’ units
have a better chance at preforming well in
this category,” Mullins commented. “We
have been testing a self-service display in
key locations in the past year, and are yet to
decide if this is something we wish to roll
out in more locations.”
For a brand like Pandora to continue to
retail part of its overall travel retail offer
from a self-service unit it would be following in the footsteps of another famous
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TYKO TRAVEL RETAIL IS LAUNCHING TWO NEW WATCH
BRANDS, INCLUDING PUNK LUXE A QUIRKY FEMININE
WATCH AND BRACELET SET WITH AN ON-TREND PUNK
VIBE. WITH FOUR LOOKS IN ONE THE MINIMAL DIAL
FEATURES CONTRASTING BLACK AND RED HANDS SET
IN A GUNMETAL EFFECT CASE.
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Swiss fashion
jewellery
with Swarovski
Elements©
come and vist
us at:

Fashion accessories with a
retro twist, clearly inspired
from the 60’s and the
glorious days of the Italian
Lambretta scooters.

Congratulations

Join the Success!

from the Capella team
to TFwa on their 30th
anniversary in Cannes!

stand F60 Yellow village
jd@capellaind.com
lambrettawatches.com

Capella also Presents:

Ambassadeur U4

www.phantasya.eu

brand that has mastered
the art of retailing some
of its less expensive items
from a self-service unit:
Swarovski (Blue Village
C11). Buying jewellery
or watches is a major
commitment for the
consumer and requires
significantly more time
than for the purchase
of many other products.
Less frequent travellers
are often anxious about
locating and arriving at
departure gates on time,
which impacts on browsing and buying time.
“Customers who want to
buy jewellery and watches
often require information
and guidance before they

are secure about their
purchase,” Mullins said.

PRICE-OFF AND GWP
Offering a price discount
can often be a way to
sweeten the deal. As
Dorothy Lau, Travel Retail
Manager, ARTÉ Madrid,
said: “We encourage our
customers to explore and
try on our products, then
to buy their preferred
items.” To encourage,
ARTÉ offers travel retail
exclusive items instore
to entice customers to
buy those products in
duty free stores, where
they can’t find the same
product anywhere else. It
also offers an attractive

saving of around 20-40%
compared with ARTÉ’s
domestic retail price,
and is currently offering
a wide gift with purchase
(GWP) promotion to
customers who purchase
any ARTÉ product in duty
free stores.
To help encourage sellthrough Breo will margin
support slower lines
from its current ranges,
“which in turn makes
way for newer lines,”
explained Lovatt.
It will also supply clearance models. “Those
which don’t currently
feature in that particular
clients range,” said
Lovatt. With these it aims

DOROTHY LAU, TRAVEL RETAIL
MANAGER, ARTÉ MADRID: “WE
ENCOURAGE OUR CUSTOMERS TO
EXPLORE AND TRY ON OUR
PRODUCTS, THEN TO BUY THEIR
PREFERRED ITEMS.”

www.diamonfire.com
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Inspired by
Diamonds

Hand cut like a genuine diamond.
Handgeschliffen wie ein echter Brillant.

Visit us at TFWA at Hanse Distribution
stand E42 in Yellow Village.
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to show a 50% saving
from RRP. “We tend to
only offer this during
strategic times of the year
to avoid sales of the core
range being affected,”
Lovatt added.
Australian brand
Toscow (Blue Village D9)
specialises in crystal
and opal jewellery and
it offers beautiful GWPs
on occasion in order to
support retailers seasonally. This Christmas,
Toscow will be offering
a crystal pen as a GWP
and in January it will
offer a crystal pendant

to celebrate the Chinese
New Year of the Goat.
“Seasonal occasions
are very important for
Toscow,” said Toscow
General Manager Francis
Ng. “Our retailers know
we can adapt our offering
according to time and
place, and they support
us wholly. In turn we
love to give beautiful and
valuable GWPs that are
in line with seasons and
the desire that customers
have for our products.”
Toscow’s retail availability
includes shop-in-shops
and single gondolas

across worldwide travel
retail. “We prefer selfservice open sales,” said
Ng. “And we’ll do this for
as long as our partners
are happy with this
arrangement.” Toscow’s
boxes have hard clear
windows to provide full
visibility of the jewellery.
“Our gondola is also
designed for self-service,
meaning customers can
pick and select stocks
easily,” Ng added.

LOST TREASURE
But why are sales lost
to jewellery in duty

Majorica hails retailers including World Duty
Free Group, Aelia and MSC Cruises, according to
Export and Travel Retail Account Executive Anna
Roig, because “they offer best selling, good value
items to grab and go thanks to our self-service
tower and more high-end products in their
general counters. The goal is to suit all kind of
customers, particularly those in a hurry”.

N E W

Y O R K

Find out more at
Hanse Distribution stand:
Yellow Village, E42
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My Story, My Design

My holiday surprise

Reach for the stars

From my shining star

PANDORA BRINGS A STARRY NIGHT TO CANNES
Come and visit us at stand Bay Terrace 03.
Discover our new sparkling Christmas collection.
Express your story and create your design with PANDORA.
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free stores? Is it, as Pandora’s
Mullins commented above,
mainly because customers are
hurried and harried? Or does it
go deeper?
Breo’s Lovatt said: “I personally
believe brands within the mid
to entry price points should
be doing more to engage with
consumers instore. In this day
and age although ‘brand’ can add
a certain amount of value, a more
important part of the sell process
in my opinion is product engagement – I believe too many brands
rely on consumers finding their
product as opposed to the brand
finding the consumer within
store.”
Welsh gold jeweller Clogau
(Yellow Village D35) is now
working on a selection of
self-select units for the airport
environment, as many retailers
have expressed a desire to switch
from under-glass jewellery to
self-service jewellery dispensers.
“The self-select units will work
well in airport environments for
our lower priced silver and 9
carat gold ranges and 18 carat
will need to stay under glass,
due to their value,” said Clogau
International Customer Service
Manager Aran Turner.
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LAMBRETTA WATCHES’ MUGELLO COLLECTION IS INSPIRED BY
THE FAMOUS MUGELLO CIRCUIT RACE TRACK IN TUSCANY. IT
FEATURES CHRONOGRAPHS WITH ROTATION BEZELS IN
EITHER COPPER OR BLACK, AND THE WATCHES HAVE SOFT
SILICON STRAPS. THEY COMBINE A RUGGED STYLE WITH A
SPORTY NATURE, AND ARE WATER RESISTANT TO 200M.

D9 Blue Village
Toscow cordially invites
you to visit us.
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Clogau’s self-select
unit concept is being
showcased at TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference.
On the flip side, Turner
explained that where
Clogau has discovered
lost sales, it is due to
unmanned jewellery
counters, inadequate
staffing levels at busy
times at jewellery
counters, lack of staff
training and brand knowledge, poorly maintained
displays, items out of
stock, dusty displays, and
key selling events such
as Valentine’s Day and
Mother’s Day not being

promoted. It’s a catalogue
of errors for any retailer
to learn from. But then
for retailers, offering
Clogau the opportunity to
move some product over
to self-service should
help alleviate some of the
partial stress that comes
with missing out on lost
sales in the staffed store
environment.
As Turner said: “There
has been a trend over
recent years that has
seen travel retailers
reduce space given to
selling jewellery under
glass in favour of selfselect displays. A visit
to almost any airport

shop will see a growing
number of brands now
choosing self-select
display methods.”
But all is not lost, as
Toscow has discovered.
Sometimes the best
interaction between
customer and brand in
a staffed store comes
from downtown duty free
retailers. “This is because
downtown shops have
less restrictions than
other channels such as
airports. Customers at
downtown shops also
have more time and
so the shops can offer
different interaction
channels such as TV,”

PANDORA IS IN THE ENVIABLE
POSITION OF BEING ONE OF
THOSE RARE JEWELLERY
BRANDS WHERE PRICE
POINTS ARE ACHIEVABLE
AND WHERE THE BRAND IS
INTERNATIONALLY
RECOGNISED, MAKING IT
PERFECT FOR TRAVEL RETAIL.
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HANSE DISTRIBUTION HAS
REFOCUSED ITS STRATEGY
TO CHANGE THE BRAND
SELECTION IT OFFERS. IT NOW
HAS A RENEWED FOCUS ON
CREATING INCREDIBLE INHOUSE BRANDS AND
CONTINUES OFFERING
ESTABLISHED BRANDS LIKE
THE DANISH HANDMADE
JEWELLERY COLLECTION OF
LA CHANCE, ALONG WITH THE
AMAZING STYLES OF
CAROLEE NEW YORK.
said Toscow’s Ng.
For Majorica (Yellow
Village F54), it hails
retailers including World
Duty Free Group, Aelia
and MSC Cruises, according to Export and Travel
Retail Account Executive
Anna Roig, because “they
offer best selling, good

value items to grab and
go thanks to our selfservice tower and more
high-end products in their
general counters. The
goal is to suit all kind of
customers, particularly
those in a hurry”.
Watch brand Frederique
Constant (Riviera Village

RG13) has recently
strengthened its selfservice offering in travel
retail with the extension
of its current space and
visibility, with its new
shop-in-shop library
concept. It’s highlighting
the visibility of the brand
further, while showcasing

it in a more luxurious
way. Marin Grandjean,
Duty Free Sales Manager,
Frederique Constant,
commented: “As a key
player in the watch industry, we need to make our
brand more visible, such
as our beautiful latest
shop-in-shop opening in
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better our consumer will
understand and identify
themselves to our brand,
and then will be more
likely to purchase a
product.”
One of the brands
in the industry that
has been ready for
self-service from the

outset is Lambretta
Watches (Yellow Village
F60). Sales Director
Travel Retail Rossella
Golluscio said: “From
the outset, Lambretta
Watches understood
the importance of selfservice in travel retail. We
developed furniture, POS

ROSSELLA GOLLUSCIO, SALES
DIRECTOR TRAVEL RETAIL, LAMBRETTA
WATCHES: “FROM THE OUTSET,
LAMBRETTA WATCHES UNDERSTOOD
THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-SERVICE IN
TRAVEL RETAIL. WE DEVELOPED
FURNITURE, POS MATERIAL AND
PACKAGING TAILORED TO THIS
CHANNEL AND THE REWARD HAS
BEEN EXCELLENT SALES RESULTS.”

Within every piece of Clogau jewellery is
a touch of the same rare Welsh gold as
used by British Royalty for over 100 years.

www.clogau.co.uk

www.facebook.com/clogaugold

DESIGNED IN THE UK
IN THEWorld
UK
Visit us DESIGNED
at TFWA
Exhibition | Yellow Village D35 | October 26th - 31st
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@Clogau

Photographed at Highclere Castle, location of Downton Abbey.

E

the wonderful new Terminal 2: The Queen’s Terminal at London Heathrow.
The best personalised
environments give us the
opportunity to show to
our customers the best
brand’s environment and
watch offer. The better
we are displayed, the

DESIGNED IN THE UK
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material and packaging
tailored to this channel
and the reward has
been excellent sales
results. Likewise, our
retail partners have
developed their own
fixtures to accommodate
our concept and drive
sales. We have also
received valuable input
from retailers to help us
design new furniture for
specific stores.”

SWEET SPOTS
While all brands believe
a price point within their
offering is the optimum,
there’s a real sense
that each supplier has
mastered the right price,
mix and sales strategy –
be it under glass or selfserve. For Breo, £15-£35
is a “sweet spot, at these
price points consumers
have no preconceived
expectations of product
or brand,” said Lovatt.
“The buying process is
far less calculated and
as a result more relaxed.
Items within this pricing
arena make the ideal

self-purchase or gift.”
Brosway (Bros Manifatture’s) Granatelli
reminded that, in travel
retail, jewellery is bought
for a variety of reasons.
“To satisfy an aesthetic
need, give as a gift, or to
keep a memento from a
travel. Price points are
directly influenced from
the final aim; therefore,
it is hard to define the
most successful price
points. However, generally speaking, the entry
price is the most attractive, as it satisfies the
impulse buying and the
last-minute purchases,”
she said.
For Clogau, it hails the
Asian airlines where
its price “sweet spot”
remains around £79-£99
for jewellery items. “In
Europe some of the
premium airlines are
happy to take products
from £100-£199. On
cruise ships we see
a much higher spend
when retailing 18 carat
gold ranges. In airport
environments we find
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ALEXANDRA PLATA’S PARADISE COLLECTION.
ranges between £79 and
£149 work well,” Turner
explained.
Airlines offer that excellent mix of inexpensive,
mid range and higher

fall in love

WITH THE EXQU ISITE
JEWEL WATCHES FROM
THE CANTON OF JU RA

MARQUISE NINA

MARQUISE GALA

Symbols of love perfectly
united – these flowers
blossom for a lifetime.

LIPSTICK

A watch? A bracelet? You can
An exceptional piece of
wear them both with this
jewelry that stands out for‚
beautifully handpainted watch, its shape and quality won t
thanks to its sleek lid design.
go unnoticed.

MARQUISE TARA

With its genuine motherof-pearl dial this watch will
soon capture your heart.

GOLD AND PALLADIUM All our watches are coated with
finest quality 18 carat yellow gold or palladium.
TRADITIONAL HAND-FINISHING On each piece
the varnish is applied by hand in several layers.

Aus gestalterischen Gründen
sind die Uhren nicht in ihrer
Originalgröße abgebildet.

TIMELESS BEAUTY In many of our watches, the time
hides behind a skilful designed lid.

MADE IN SWITZERLAND

The assembly of the Swiss movements, the casing and the dials are
made exclusively in our own workshops in the Swiss Canton of Jura.
See our full catalogue online at www.andremouche.ch

R E D V I L L AGE BO O T H L 28 | T É L . 004 1 32 476 62 86

Andre_Mouche_111x163__v05_BD.indd 1

03.10.2014 12:13:42

price points depending
on the route and airline.
The bonus comes with
customers being able to
browse the product in a
catalogue without being

watched by staff, while
still being able to call
upon knowledgeable staff
to address concerns and
help with the purchasing
decision.

Airline distributor Hanse
Distribution knows the
benefits of retailing
onboard airlines, where
self-service simply isn’t
an option. Hanse has
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recently overhauled its
jewellery and watches
range in travel retail.
New jewellery collections under the in-house
brands Sosoma,
Gorgeous and Temptation will meet growing
demand for high quality
jewellery at affordable
prices. Each piece from
the collection will be
available between US$49
and US$100. “This is
a new concept for us,”
said Hanse Distribution
Sales Director Anna
Berezhnaya. “We created
Sosoma and Temptation through excellent
feedback from the main
concessionaires in the
industry and airlines.
Through this we’ve
created a unique qualityled range that takes
into consideration their
needs from retailing
jewellery inflight.” The
range has been created
to contain solely inflight
exclusive products.
Airline retail is very
much about presentation in the catalogue

and where staff training
is paramount and the
staff really do engage
with the customer from
the outset. Training
programmes including
ISPY (Inflight Sales
Person of the Year)
really have an impact on
crew motivation to sell.
Onboard brands have
the benefit of limited
competition in their field
with fewer products
onboard. Customers are
sitting down, not rushing
and engaging with
airline staff to discuss
products and pricing.
Among those that generally stay clear of selfservice is the phenomenally successful Swatch
Group multi brand retail
boutiques Hour Passion,
which house Swatch
Group brands and a mix
of other well-placed
brands. Jewellery brand
Alexandra Plata (Riviera
Village RE11) Marketing
and Communication
Manager Jianyin Pan
revealed it is working
with Hour Passion. “We

think that in their duty
free shops they offer
an excellent treatment
to customers. Their
professional and qualified staff give the correct
help and consultancy
to the clients in shops.
The clients feel well
attended to,” Pan said.
Hour Passion’s assortment is individual to
each store. It doesn’t
replicate the mix across
all points of sale.
Each assortment is
chosen according to the
customers. Each store
is modern, bright with
wide open entrance ways
to invite customers on
their timepiece buying
journey. Entry and mid
range brands are laid
out for easy access for
customers to enable
ease of trying on, with
staff on hand to provide
assistance.
From under-glass
to self-service, with
retailing at 36,000 feet
thrown in for good
measure, jewellery and
watches sales in travel
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ALEXANDRA PLATA’S BRILLIANT COLLECTION.
retail benefit from good
retailer research and
feedback and support.
For under-glass, the
right shop environment
and brand mix is key. For

those retailers willing
to head towards selfservice, their ability to
engage their customer
quickly is a point of great
interest. And with this,

brands put the success
of their sales into their
own hands by getting
product into the hands
of their customers. And
that can’t be a bad thing.

Sword Anadigit Chrono
Ref. 6-5222.04.007
Stainless Steel
Sapphire Crystal
Swiss Made

www.swissmilitary.ch

Join us at our stand M32
www.Pt-switzerland.CoM

Pt switzerland / Fortune ConCePt
members of
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CARBON
FIBRE WORLD
This season Tateossian
is extending its line of
unique and fashionable
pieces to travel retail.
Creating valuable accessories and jewellery for
the trendy traveller is
at the heart of the new
collections.
A new addition to the duty
free range is The Carbon
Fibre World. The Carbon
Fibre bracelet sees black
woven Italian leather
united with Tateossian’s
Carbon Fibre clasp, giving
it a modern yet classic
look. The Carbon Fibre
cufflinks, set in a rhodium
plate with Tateossian
heirloom diamond pattern
reflects a masculine
fashion statement.
Keeping up with the fast
pace of the technology
world Tateossian is
launching the new black

iPhone 6 Carbon Fibre
phone case – a unique
mobile accessory.
Tateossian’s designs are
contemporary, fashionforward and timeless,
attracting some of the
world’s most high profile
figures, including celebrities, models, professionals, politicians and heads
of state.
Tateossian is also
presenting two new
classic watch and
cufflink sets. The Rose
Gold Rotondo Guilloche
Watch and cufflink set is
inspired by the architectural repetitive patterns
found in classical Greek
and Roman architecture. The Rotondo
Mother of Pearl watch,
with matching cufflinks,
is another extremely
luxurious choice.

Meanwhile, the Gear
iPhone and cufflink sets
are available in black,
brown and blue – all
with the gear at centre
stage. This is a modish
and fashion forward set
perfect for the businessman with an edge.
Tateossian is also, for the
first time, offering pocket
square sets: A traditional
Pocket Square with
edgy designs combined
with matching cufflink.
First the Gear Pocket
Square with the Blue
Perspex Gear cufflink,
The Skull pocket square
with silver skull pin with
gold headphones, and
finally The Big Ben pocket
square with silver Big Ben
Cufflinks.

VOYAGER
WATCH

Riviera Village
RF10
Korloff Paris is showing
its unique Voyager
watches here at TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference. Very chic and
aligned with the theme
of travelling, the Voyager
watches are designed
for the modern nomad:
Multi-timezone watches
with two faces that
combine one formal and
one more sportive side in
each watch.
In 2014, the 35mm ladies
watches come with a
sparkling dark-blue
Aventurine dial on one
face, and with diamonds
in the Cassiopee star
formation that has given
the name to this collection. Meanwhile, the more
classic side has a white
Mother of Pearl dial and
roman figures. Naturally
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diamonds enhance the
white dial, too.
As for the gents
watches, Korloff Paris
combines both automatic
and chrono-quartz
movements in one watch.
Two emblematic lines
have been designed
especially with this
innovation – Highway and
Spirit of St Louis collections are sportive and
classic at the same time.
The Highway collection is inspired by the
historic Grand Prix Lyon
from 2014. The design
inspiration is the historical Mercedes that was
driven by the winner of
the Grand Prix for the
formal face, and the
latest Mercedes Benz
racing machine for the
chronograph face.

For the Spirit of St Louis
collection, Korloff Paris
chose the everlasting legend of the first
non-stop transatlantic
flight from New York to
Paris. In 1919, a price
was offered for the pilot
to accomplish this goal.
No one achieved it until in
1927 Charles Lindbergh,
an unknown US Mail pilot
flew through rain and
storm with his singleengine machine, named
the Spirit of Saint Louis.
The St Louis design
inspiriation, as with
all Voyager timepieces
celebrates history in one
face with the opposing
face inspired by the evolution of the inspiration.

Yellow Village
B23

